Tailwaggers 911 Foster to Adopt Agreement
This Agreement (hereinafter referred to as “Agreement”) is made and entered into this _______ day of ________________ 201___, by and
between Tailwaggers 911 (hereinafter referred to as “TW911”) and the following individual(s), (hereinafter referred to as "Foster").
NAME(S) _______________________________________________________________________________________________________
WHEREAS Foster wishes to foster (Name) ___________________________ (Breed) _________________________mix, approximate age
_____________months/year (circle one) (hereinafter referred to as “Animal”), for a period of five (5) days (hereinafter referred to as “Trial
Period”), during such time the Foster will evaluate the Animal for adoption by the Foster. Foster will notify TW911 on or before the end of the
Trial Period as to whether or not they wish to pursue adoption of the Animal. Following said notification, 1) A mutually agreeable date/time
will be scheduled between the parties to allow TW911 to perform the home visit or; 2) arrangements will be made between the parties for
the return of the Animal to TW911. In the event the Foster wishes to pursue adoption of the Animal, this Agreement shall remain in full force
and effect and the Trial Period shall be extended until such time as the home visit is completed.
Now, therefore, for good and valuable consideration, the parties to the Agreement agree as follows:
Foster will provide compassionate and loving care for the Animal taken into their home. This care includes, but is not limited to, adequate
food, water, shelter, and medication if required.
 ______ Foster will be patient and tolerant during the Trial Period. Foster is prepared to work with the Animal on basic training, including
housebreaking if necessary. Foster will keep the Animal primarily inside the home; the Animal will not be outside without proper adult
supervision.
 ______ Foster will immediately notify TW911 if the Animal shows any sign of illness during the Trial Period, and will seek medical
treatment only as deemed necessary by TW911. (if Foster is unable to reach TW911, Foster will leave a message detailing the Animals
symptoms along with a number where the Foster can be reached).
 ______ Foster will not authorize veterinary treatments, procedures or medications without the authorization of the TW911. Any and all
medical treatment not authorized by TW911 will be at the sole expense of the Foster.
 ______ Foster will make certain that the Animal is wearing a collar that securely fits with a proper identification tag securely fastened to
the collar with a readable name and phone number on the tag.
 ______ Foster will immediately notify TW911 of any problems or difficulties resulting from caring for the Animal.
 ______ Foster agrees to keep the Animal leashed outside whenever he/she is not in a securely fenced area. Foster will not tie or chain
the Animal in the yard for long periods of time and will never do so unless a competent adult is outside with the Animal, and the Animal has
more than adequate moving space.
 ______ Foster will not use prong collars or employ harsh training methods. Foster will never strike or choke the Animal in an attempt to
discipline.
 ______ Foster will never leave the Animal outside in a yard or elsewhere without adequate adult supervision. Foster will not allow
strange people or animals -- people or animals unknown to the Animal -- to approach the Animal without being in full control of the Animal
and the situation.
 ______ Foster understands and accepts that the procedure for adoption will be the same for him/her as it would be for any
other applicant, and Foster will be asked to sign the same contract and pay the same fee to TW911 that any adopter would. Foster
understands and accepts that Foster may not keep the Animal without the approval and consent of TW911.
 ______ Foster understands and accepts that the Animal is and shall remain the sole property of TW911. Foster will not
schedule any appointments for the Animal, including but not limited to, veterinary wellness exams, obedience classes, Doggie
Day Care, until after the home visit is completed. Foster further understands and acknowledges that Foster does not have any
right or authority to keep or place the foster Animal in other homes or with other individuals. Moving the Animal or placing him/her
in permanent homes can only be done with the full knowledge and approval of TW911.
 ______ Foster understands and accepts that TW911 makes no representations or warranties concerning the health, temperament,
behavior, and/or previous ownership of the Animal.
 ______ Foster agrees to indemnify and hold harmless TW911 from any direct or consequential damages arising from this Foster To
Adopt Agreement. This includes any and all manner of actions and causes of actions, suits, debts, dues, accounts, bonds, covenants,
agreements, judgments, claims, and demands whatsoever arising from or relating to the adoption, placement, and /or possession of the
Animal.
Foster_______________________________________Date_________ Foster __________________________________Date_________
Tailwaggers 911 Representative _____________________________________________________________Date___________________
Name(s) of Foster(s)/please print

______________

Address

_________

Home Phone
Cell Phone

______________________

__

______________________________________

__________________

Work Phone

____________

E-Mail Address
Tailwaggers 911

________

2137A Valley Court Grafton, WI 53024

262-617-8052

